
Top 5 tips on pitching Budget submissions to government

For more information, please visit www.policydepartment.com 
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Did you know?

Useful links

Test the waters with government – what kind of Budget is it?

Choose a focused theme for the pitch not a vague catch-all

Present one or two headline proposals not a big wishlist 

Submit proposals weeks before the formal deadline if possible

Include costs but don't over-share with the funding advice...

HM Treasury publishes policy
costings with its major
financial statements. For UK
associations and campaign
groups these are useful for
briefing members on the
detail and assumptions
behind reforms. Policy
advisers can use them for
inspiration when developing
and costing their own
proposals.

Institute for Fiscal Studies (UK) –
Analysis of fiscal events 

Institute for Government (UK) –
Policymaking and Budgets

Office for Budget Responsibility (UK)
– Public Finances Databank

HM Treasury (UK) – Business case
guidance for projects

Budgets close to major political events are more often about change than
continuity. But sometimes the contours are unclear. Influential submissions 
 must align their content to the ambition and policy focus of the times. 

A major financial statement is a whole-government exercise of proposing
and developing ideas. In the UK they involve thousands of civil servants.
The earlier that advocates pitch into this process the better for their cause.  

Pushing for your priorities here is about battling to be heard. Not just in the
corridors of power but across all channels of influence. As in any public
policy campaign, a clear goal beats wide-ranging verbiage every time.

A single headline ask focuses government representatives on your priorities.
And the likelihood of your negative reaction across the media if they go
unmet. All-encompassing wishlists can be – and are – safely ignored. 

An estimate of the static cost* of your proposal to the taxpayer is essential to
its credibility.  But don’t get into a tangle by saying where the cash should
come from - unless the proposed reform generates revenue by design.    

Wherever you work as a policy advocate, set-piece financial
statements by governments will loom large in your diary.
The biggest dimensions of public policy are decided there.
There's tax, public spending, priorities for investment and
reform. Engaging with these effectively is all about speed
and focus. But these must flow from solid foundations of
influence and stakeholder involvement…

Mike Spicer, Managing Director Last updated: August 2021 

*Static costs are basic estimates. They do not include modelled interdependencies with other Budget measures and feedback effects for the wider economy. A good proposal will still describe what these effects might be even when, as is likely, quantitative
estimates are impractical.

http://www.policydepartment.com/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/965777/Budget_2021_policy_costings_.pdf
https://ifs.org.uk/tools_and_resources
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/our-work/policy-making/budget-2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vk7zXHE4kzA
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/749086/Project_Business_Case_2018.pdf

